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From No.5 you can practically ski to your own front 
door. Your nearest ski lift is just 150 metres away, and 
the ski slopes of Les Gets descend right down into 
the village. Ski in, change out of those ski boots, then 
walk out, directly into the heart of Les Gets — for 
après, for dinner, for shopping, for people-watching, 
it’s all easily accessible on foot.

The facilities at No.5 go without saying because 
No.5 is little brother of The Penthouse. Located in 
the same building, it offers the same alpine luxury 
to our modern mountain traveller, but with all the 
freedom of a self-catered experience. All the luxury, 
the perfect location, and the ultimate freedom. The 
trifecta of a perfect luxury ski break.

Apartment No.5 could almost be considered ski 
in/ski out as the nearest ski lift — the Mont Chery 
cable car — is just a 150m stroll. From here you 
can access some of the best intermediate skiing in 
Les Gets and it offers amazing and quiet off-piste 

skiing on powder days. The Chavannes cable car and 
chairlift is also very close by and from there you can 
access the Morzine/Les Gets ski area that links up 
to the world famous Portes du Soleil. The boutiques, 
bars and restaurants of Les Gets village are all on 
your doorstep, so you can fully enjoy the après ski 
each day and could even pop home for some more 
comfortable footwear before enjoying your first vin 
chaud!

Location, location, location. 
Wherever we are in the 
world, it’s all about those 
three words. And location is 
the mantra of No.5.

APARTMENT NO.5
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VIRTUAL TOURVIRTUAL TOUR

Contemporary Design

The owners of Apartment No.5 appointed renowned interior architects Shep & Kyles to 
make the most of the beautiful open space. The brief was to create a welcoming, open-
plan living/dining area, full of alpine charm but with a contemporary twist. Everywhere 
you look there are carefully-curated luxury details  — the stunning Bocci lights above the 
reclaimed wood coffee table, the Eames dining chairs, the bespoke rugs, the Tibetan 
sheepskin beanbags — the apartment is filled with iconic furniture. Another modern twist 
comes from the artwork on the walls, the result of a collaboration with local artist Charlie 
Adam. A fully-programmeable lighting system makes it easy to set the mood for a variety 
of occasions.

Location, Location, 
Location
Apartment No.5 is centrally located in Les Gets village, close to the popular boutiques, 
bars and restaurants. It is very close to the Mont Chery and Chavannes ski lifts, so is 
ideally located for easy access to the Portes du Soleil ski area. This sunny location also 
has wonderful views across the village and the ski slopes.
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Heading #3
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VIRTUAL TOUR
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Fact Sheet
SURFACE AREA

BEDROOMS   

NORMAL CAPACITY  

AUDIO-VISUAL  

EXTRAS 

KITCHEN

TIME TO SKIING  

TIME TO RESORT CENTRE

NEAREST AIRPORT

TRANSFER TIME 

145m2

4 bedrooms comprised of 3 King-sized en suites and a bunk room with 4 beds 
suitable for children

10 guests

Sonos music streaming and WiFi throughout the property
Large screen TV with Sky

Washing machine, tumble dryer and fridge freezer
Parking for 2 cars –one in garage, one in secure car park
Boot warmers in garage

Large open plan kitchen with wine fridge

2 mins walk to Mont Chery lift, 8 mins walk to La Chavanne lifts

8 mins walk

Geneva

1hr 20mins

APARTMENT NO.5



FLOOR 
PLANS

“Apartment No.5 is an exciting new addition to our 
portfolio–the perfect location for a skiing holiday, 

offering complete flexibility with self-catering yet not 
a single compromise on the quality of accommodation–
all the luxury you would expect from a stay with The 

Boutique Chalet Company.” 

Sarah Hamblin
The Boutique Chalet Company
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Lower Level

FLOOR PLANS

• Entrance hallway

• Bedroom 1 – King size bed with en suite shower room

• Bedroom 2 – King size bed with en suite shower room

• Bedroom 3 – Single bunk beds x 4 — suitable for children

• Family bathroom – bath with shower over
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Upper Level

FLOOR PLANS

• Large open-plan living area with log fire

• Fully-equipped kitchen and breakfast bar

• Dining table to seat up to 10 people

• Master bedroom — King size bed with en suite bathroom

• Balconies overlooking the village

• Laundry and WC
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Welcome To Les Gets

THE RESORT

Les Gets is located in the Haute Savoie and is one of 
the most northerly of the French Alpine resorts, less 
than one hour from Chamonix, and benefiting from
the Mont Blanc microclimate, It forms part of the 
Portes du Soleil, the largest ski area in the world 
comprising of 12 Franco-Swiss ski resorts that will 
keep you busy for many holidays to come.

Off mountain Les Gets and the surrounding area 
offers so much to its visitors that it would be easy not 
to ski at all. There are the basics such as local cinema, 
large swimming pools and an aquatic centre, bowling, 
an open-air ice rink, ice hockey, parapenting, ice 
diving, snowmobiling, tobogganing and snowshoeing. 
But there are also nature discovery tours, day trips, 
cheese-making tours, spas, tennis courts, climbing, 
horse-riding and many cultural events and offerings. 
The tourist office are one of the most proactive 
and work tirelessly to offer visitors the very best 
mountain experiences.

Les Gets delivers when it comes to dining experiences 
too. From restaurants offering fine dining with a 
passionate connection to regional and traditional 
heritage, to modern, simplistic affairs; from the 

simple street food of K2, or the local butcher who 
cooks up handmade regional sausages for mid-ski-
day food on the go, to authentic tapas in the wine 
bars of The Marmotte, or fine dining at the likes of 
La Péla. Then there are the old mountaintop classics, 
such as La Paika and Chez Nannon, who create 
uncomplicated purist mountain food, respecting the 
seasons, sourcing the finest local ingredients, staying 
true to their mountain roots. In fact the region as a 
whole has in recent years experienced somewhat 
of a gastronomic renaissance as a wide range of 
talented and creative chefs, with diverse roots and 
pasts, choose to live and work in the region.

Les Gets enjoys a busy events calendar, in part due 
to the town’s incredible Tourist Office, but also due 
to the larger region’s passion for creating mountain 
events for all their visitors. Celebration of music 
is now very much a part of mountain culture so 
throughout winter and summer Les Gets (and the 
Portes du Soleil) hosts a series of mostly free events; 
music, film, culture, charity and family. It is always 
worth finding out a little more about the resort’s 
social calendar before you visit to make the most of 
these regional offerings.

Untitled map

Apartment No.5

Mont Chery lift

Chavannes lift

100m
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The unique selling point of the Portes du Soleil is the on-snow experience. Pistes of every 
orientation from high altitude powder bowls to beautiful winding tree-lined runs into the 
picture postcard villages. Not to mention the limitless off-piste. There’s something for every 
ability from those learning for the very first time, through to the seasoned skier looking for 
the ultimate challenge. No two days are the same here, in fact, no two weeks are!

THE DISTRICTS:

Morzine-Pleney
Morzine-Les Gets 
Nyon
Super Morzine
Avoriaz 
The Swiss Resorts & The Portes du Soleil 
The Stash for freestyle

The Les Gets ski experience is limitless and should not be underestimated. In part because it 
forms part of the Portes du Soleil, spanning two countries and 12 different interconnected 
ski resorts, which is a great deal to ski on any one week ski holiday. But also because each 
skiing district has its own secret offerings, whether it be quiet slopes during peaks weeks 
for relaxed family skiing or hidden locations that offer powder runs days after the rest of 
the resort has been tracked. The mountains truly are what you make them so it pays to be 
in the know. 

The Ski Area

THE RESORT



OUR 
STORY

As individuals, we live for those
magical moments, the memories that

inspire you and fill you with that warm
glow of knowing… where you prepare

yourself with the sentiment that
“this is going to be good.”
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OUR STORY

We are often asked where it all started and our 
answer usually surprises people. They expect to 
hear of a long time love affair with the snow and 
skiing, but for us it’s all about the properties and 
the service. We love the mountains for sure, but 
none of us are die hard skiers and that’s a good 
thing. Our real passion lies in the amazing, world-
class properties which we not only operate but are 
privileged to have helped design and build, alongside 
all aspects of food and drink. Nowadays it’s that last 
bit, exceptional, innovative and unique dining and 
drinks experiences, that we think really sets us apart 
from our competitors.

Our journey started with the development of a 
luxury ski chalet. The property was completely 
redeveloped in two phases spanning several years 
in total and is virtually unrecognisable now to where 
it started. Since then we have further strengthened 
our collaborations with leading architects such as 
Marullaz and blank interior designers Shep & Kyles 
with whom we have worked on Sapphire. With one 
of our properties winning Best New Ski Chalet at 
the 2016 World Ski Awards, two more receiving 
nominations in 2017 and another shortlisted for an 

International Design & Architecture Award in 2018, 
it is clear that truly spectacular properties are our 
bread and butter. 

What drives us every day is a passion to be creative 
and innovative in all that we do and particularly 
our food and drink. We genuinely aim to take the 
best elements of service and hospitality that we 
experience and incorporate those into our own style, 
to deliver what we believe is the most innovative ski 
chalet experience out there.

As individuals, we live for those magical moments, 
the memories that inspire you and fill you with that 
warm glow of knowing… where you prepare yourself 
with the sentiment that “this is going to be good.” For 
example, we will never forget ordering a beer at the 
NoMad hotel in New York City, and being handed a 
menu with such an extensive array of craft beers—
literally hundreds—from around the world.

More recently we were blown away by the cocktails 
at The Cocktail Trading Co. in Shoreditch, London.
We’ve been to many great cocktail bars over 
the years, but these took it to another level. It’s 

We founded The Boutique Chalet Company in 2011 with 
a clear vision to redefine mountain luxury and deliver 
a contemporary version of the traditional luxury chalet 
holiday. Today that vision is stronger than ever. It’s all that is 
good about our industry’s history, seamlessly blended with 
inspiration from exotic destinations and major cities around 
the world today.

experiences like these that fuel our own products; 
so in this area we have the Four Bottles Bar which 
showcases our wines, craft beers, gins and our very 
own BC Signature cocktail.

When it comes to food our travels and experiences 
are equally important. We only employ experienced 
professional chefs in our kitchens and whilst we 
encourage them to engage with their guests to 
deliver a personalised dining experience, we have 
also developed a range of signature dining concepts, 
which mean their guests enjoy truly special and 
unique experiences every time they dine. All our 
chefs are trained in these menus, adding to their own 
experience to create something truly special. 

Kaiseki—our fine dining Japanese tasting menu—is 
the perfect example. Curated from the ground up 
for service in our chalets, this isn’t simply a good 
chef turning their hand to a new cuisine. This is your 
own Japanese Fusion Restaurant in the comfort of 
your chalet.

Kaiseki was so successful that we wanted to take 
the ‘restaurant experiences’ concept further. In fact 

you could argue it started with The Breakfast Club, 
a menu that is a far cry from just bacon and eggs. It 
showcases a range of signature daily dishes designed 
by our head chef, Nick Lyon-Dean, and inspired by 
Brunch Classics—perfect to set you up for a day on 
the slopes, without weighing you down!

Most recently we have introduced our Taste menus. 
These were created firstly in response to feedback 
from our guests that they wanted a break from fine 
dining a few nights of the week—lighter food and 
faster service—which let them eat as a family or enjoy 
the wider facilities of the chalets. Then secondly, our 
desire to showcase further variety in our food, so for 
example guests might try Lokum, our menu inspired 
by the piled-high platters of delicious, yet relaxed, 
Middle-Eastern salads at Ottolenghi; or Pintxo, 
which takes us back to the bustling tapas bars of 
San Sebastian.

Fantastic spa facilities feature throughout our 
portfolio, so working with the right spa partner 
was essential. Enter Bamford. Our partnership runs 
beyond simply using their luxurious botanic and 
organic products throughout our properties. 
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We also offer their massage and beauty treatments in 
our chalets’ very own Bamford Spas. Our therapists 
train alongside theirs at The Haybarn Spa in the 
Cotswolds, a statement that only a select few five 
star hotels can make.

Tying together these elements is of course our 
service. We’d like to think of it as modern, professional 
but also relaxed in style. Even small details set the 
tone here, such as our uniforms which take their 
inspiration from the bold and ambitious Manchester 
House restaurant. We want you to feel perfectly at 
home in your chalet—our team are there when you 
need them, but not when you don’t—and we try not 
to do things for the sake of it… tricks aren’t required 
to make our holidays special.

We would say that simple quality is the goal we strive 
for, but as with all things simple, it’s the detail that 
counts. The refinement of this detail year on year 
is the reason our food and drinks experiences are 

considered the best in the industry! World-class 
properties, curated dining experiences, exceptional 
levels of service with fine attention to detail and a 
personal touch throughout. Offering a five-star luxury 
hotel experience in a private mountain residence. 

This is our story. 

This is Mountain Luxury Redefined. 

So would you like to join us?

The faces behind our story
(clockwise from top left) 

Chris Hamblin, Managing Director
Sarah Hamblin, Sales & Marketing Director
Nick Lyon-Dean, Head Chef
Sally Knight, Travel Consultant
Alex Spooner, Operations Manager
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